a city street on CNN, it is hard to accept footage of civilian casualties as merely the unavoidable consequence of a lawful attack.
This article explores the realities and myths of twenty-first-century precision operations and their normative significance. 3 What is precision? Which aspects of international humanitarian law bear on precision attack? How might improvements in precision technologies affect the nature of armed conflict, and how might such changes influence the application and interpretation of international humanitarian law by belligerents? Hopefully, the article will clarify some of the prevailing misperceptions about precision, while identifying both positive and negative aspects of precision warfare that merit further inquiry.
Precision warfare
Precision is often wrongly characterized as a weapon's capacity to strike the precise point at which it is aimed (known as the "aimpoint"). 4 In fact, this ability is correctly labelled "accuracy." It is measured in terms of circular error probable (CEP), the radius of a circle within which one-half of the weapons will fall. 5 Accuracy is a key element of precision, but the terms are not synonymous. Rather, precision refers to "the ability of joint forces to locate, surveil, discern, and track objectives or targets; select, organize, and use the correct systems; generate desired effects; assess results; and reengage with decisive speed and overwhelming operational tempo as required, throughout the full range of military operations." 6 It encompasses the ability to locate and identify a target, strike it accurately in a timely fashion, and determine whether desired effects have been achieved or restrike is needed.
Precision strikes therefore require more than accurate weapon systems. 4 "A precise point associated with a target and assigned for a specifi c weapon impact to achieve the intended objective and level of destruction. May be defi ned descriptively (e.g. vent in center of roof), by grid reference, or geolocation, " Joint Chiefs of Staff , "Joint doctrine for targeting, " Joint Publication 3-60, 17 January 2002, at GL-4. 5 Or one-half of the projectiles carried within a single weapon, such as a cluster bomb unit. 6 Joint Chiefs of Staff , Joint Vision 2020, June 2000, available at <www.dtic.mil/futurejointwarfare/> (visited 22 August 2005). 7 A weapon system is a "combination of one or more weapons with all related equipment, materials, services, personnel, and means of delivery and deployment (if applicable) required for self-suffi ciency. " When considering precision, it is more useful to think in terms of weapon systems, for the accuracy of a weapon in a particular attack may depend as much on the capabilities of the platform from which it is launched as the technical parameters of the weapon itself.
and reconnaissance (C4ISR), for instance, can be as determinative of success as the weapon employed. 8 Th e failed Operation Iraqi Freedom decapitation campaign and the two mistaken attacks against an ICRC warehouse in Afghanistan during Operation Enduring Freedom exemplify this reality.
9 Th e weapons were delivered very accurately. But "perishable" (transitory) intelligence frustrated repeated attempts to kill members of the Iraqi leadership, while target misidentifi cation and subsequent poor communication among Coalition forces contributed to the accidental bombings of ICRC facilities.
The technologies available to conduct a precision attack vary widely from military to military. They can be grouped broadly into two categories. Some technologies allow greater battlespace transparency, thereby enhancing the attacker's ability to detect, identify and fix a potential target, as well as assess the mission's results. Others facilitate the attack itself by enabling the attacker to penetrate (or neutralize) enemy defences, enhancing command and control, and improving accuracy and other weapon characteristics such as penetrability. Although it is beyond the scope of this short survey to describe the many systems that foster precision in modern warfare, it may prove enlightening to describe a few.
In the first category, the E-8C Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS) has proved particularly useful against ground targets. A battle management, command and control, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft, the JSTARS provides ground and air commanders with information supporting attacks against enemy ground forces. Its radar can survey an area of 50,000 square kilometres and detect potential targets out to 250 kilometres.
A counterpart of the JSTARS is the RC135 V/W Rivet Joint, which monitors the electronic spectrum. It offers communications and electronics intelligence capabilities in near real time by detecting, identifying and geolocating electromagnetic signals (e.g. leadership communications). The information it gathers is quickly transmitted to users who can then immediately target the source of the emissions.
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have garnered great attention in recent confl icts. Th e RQ-1 Predator provides surveillance, reconnaissance and target 8 Intelligence is "the product resulting from the collection, processing, integration, analysis, evaluation, and interpretation of available information concerning foreign countries or areas. " Surveillance is the "systematic observation of aerospace, surface, or subsurface areas, places, persons, or things, by visual, aural, electronic, photographic, or other means. " Reconnaissance is "a mission undertaken to obtain, by visual observation or other detection methods, information about the activities and resources of an enemy or potential enemy, or to secure data concerning the meteorological, hydrographic, or geographic characteristics of a particular area. acquisition services using a TV camera, an infrared camera, and a synthetic aperture radar (for looking through smoke, clouds or haze). Some Predators (the MQ-1) have been armed with Hellfire missiles to allow them to attack the targets they identify. In 2002, for example, the CIA used a Predator to strike a car carrying Qaed Senyan al-Harthi, al Qaeda's senior operative in Yemen. 10 A second type of UAV, the Global Hawk, operates at high level to boost survivability and enlarge coverage. It contains synthetic aperture radar, a ground moving target indicator and high-resolution electro-optical and infrared sensors. The Global Hawk can travel to an interest area over 1,000 miles away and remain on station for 24 hours.
It is in the area of transparency that the most significant future advances are likely. Indeed, the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA), the US governmental organization with responsibility for the development of future military technologies, has adopted "detection, precision ID, tracking, and destruction of elusive surface targets" as one of eight "strategic thrusts" (areas of emphasis).
11 A project typifying such research involves improving connectivity of individual sensors to maximize the unique benefits of each. The DARPA offers the example of a Predator using video to track a vehicle when it disappears under jungle canopy. The network would automatically switch to foliage-penetrating radar that can monitor the vehicle; 3D LADAR (laser detection and ranging) sensors would then generate a detailed three-dimensional image that can be compared to computerized geometric models of weapon systems to ensure the target is what it appears. DARPA is working on a number of other projects in this field, ranging from ground and airborne seismic, acoustic, electromagnetic, optical and chemical sensors that can locate and map underground facilities to a "space surveillance telescope" to search space for small objects (allowing them to be neutralized).
Th e DARPA has placed less emphasis on developing technologies involved in the attack proper. In great part, this is because current systems fi elded by hightech forces are, as demonstrated in recent operations like Operation Iraqi Freedom, survivable and accurate.
12 Th at said, DARPA's eff orts in the fi eld of networking will certainly enhance the responsiveness of current systems by improving command and control, facilitating coordination between attackers and increasingly linking sensors and "shooters."
Two technologies already in the field have made (and will continue to make) a dramatic impact on attack effectiveness. The first is stealth technology, particularly the US F-117 Nighthawk and the B-2 Spirit.
13 Non-stealth bombers usually require escorts when penetrating enemy airspace: air-to-air fighters to defend them against interceptors; defence suppression escorts that attack surface-to-air missile sites and anti-aircraft artillery; and jamming aircraft to block electromagnetic assets. By contrast, stealth aircraft reach their targets alone and undetected, thereby allowing them to locate their aimpoint and release their guided weapons under relatively benign circumstances. This dramatically enhances precision. More significant is the Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM). The weapon's concept is quite simple. Guidance tail kits are attached to existing unguided free-fall bombs, rendering them guided. With the tail kit's global positioning system (satellite) and inertial navigation system guidance, these bombs can achieve an unclassifi ed circular error probable of approximately 20 feet from as far away as 15 miles (an upgrade will improve accuracy).
While other systems, particularly laser-guided ones, might be more accurate, the JDAM is noteworthy in two regards. First, at roughly US$20,000 a copy, it is cheap. Second, most aircraft can be readily modified to carry the JDAM. It is unsurprising, then, that JDAMs are assuming an increasing share of the fight.
14 The lighter version will allow aircraft to carry more weapons per sortie. Given its affordability and versatility, JDAMs bring precision warfare within the reach of many air forces.
Beyond technology, numerous factors influence the level of achievable precision. One is the environment in which the attack is carried out. Many weapon systems are undeliverable (or degraded) during night time or in poor weather. Features of the target area may also detract from precision. For instance, smoke can obscure visual target identification and fires may foil the use of infrared equipment. Heavy defences along the ingress and egress routes and in the target area can distract the attacker or cause the platform launching the weapon to be unstable as it takes defensive manoeuvres. Finally, the nature of the conflict may be such that it is difficult to reliably identify the enemy. Operation Iraqi Freedom, where Iraqi forces donned civilian attire and used civilians and civilian objects as shields (or bases of operations), is the paradigmatic example in contemporary warfare.
Like enemy tactics, those adopted by the attacker bear on precision. The issue of launching weapons from altitude became a cause célèbre for critics of NATO's bombing campaign against the former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Although much of the criticism evidenced misunderstanding of modern weaponry, launch altitude and range do affect accuracy. For instance, unguided weapons are less accurate the higher the altitude or the greater the distance from the target, whereas guided weapons often become more accurate 14 During Operation Iraqi Freedom, US forces dropped 5,086 JDAM GBU 31s (2,000 pound), 768 JDAM GBU 32s (1,000 pound), and 675 JDAM GBU 35s (1,000 pound penetrator because they have longer to home in on their aimpoint. There has similarly been criticism of firing weapons from "beyond visual range" (BVR). Doing so forfeits any advantages derived from actually seeing the target (VID or "visual ID"), but improves precision through launch in a lower threat environment. Even the rules of engagement (ROE) may affect precision. 15 As an example, rules of engagement may require "positive identification" (PID) before engaging a target or mandate the use of certain weapons systems against particular targets, such as those in an urban area.
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A major influence on precision operations is the type of targeting involved.
17 Targets are either "planned" or "immediate." Planned targets are those known to exist in the operational area and are attacked in accordance with an air tasking order (ATO), mission-type order, or fire support plan.
18 They may either be "scheduled" or "on-call." The former are targets to be attacked at a specific time according to a set schedule. By contrast, the latter are known to exist, but are included in the air tasking order only in response to evolving situations.
Immediate targets are not identified (or selected for attack) soon enough to be included in the normal targeting process. Such targets are either "unplanned" or "unanticipated." Unplanned immediate targets are known, but are not detected, located or selected for attack in time for inclusion in the targeting cycle. Unanticipated immediate targets are those of which the attacker was unaware but, once detected, are targeted because their destruction, damage or neutralization contributes to campaign objectives.
Targets in any of the four categories may be "time-sensitive." They require immediate attack "because they pose (or will soon pose) a danger to friendly forces or are highly lucrative, fleeting targets of opportunity." Some are "fleeting" because they are mobile (as in the case of the Iraqi leadership) or because the enemy may employ CC&D (camouflage, concealment, and deception) techniques to conceal them. 18 An ATO is defined as "a method used to task and disseminate to components, subordinate units, and command and control agencies projected sorties, capabilities and/or forces to targets and specific missions. Normally provides specific instructions to include call signs, targets, controlling agencies, etc., as well as general instructions." A mission-type order is a directive "to a unit to perform a mission without specifying how it is to be accomplished." Fire support consists of "fires that directly support land, maritime, amphibious, and special operations forces to engage enemy forces, combat formations, and facilities in pursuit of tactical and operational objectives." DoD Dictionary, op. cit.
(note 8). The ability to engage in precision attack against a particular target is always situational. However, as a general matter, planned targets are more conducive to precision attack than unplanned. Within these categories, scheduled targets and unplanned targets are preferable to on-call and unanticipated targets respectively. Obviously, the more time-sensitive a target, the less the opportunity to asses the target or plan the attack, and the fewer the attack options (systems, tactics, etc.) that will be available.
To disable the enemy by striking at these targets, an increasing number of militaries have adopted eff ects-based targeting processes and doctrines.
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Eff ects-based targeting -which was made possible by precision technologies such as advanced intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR), accurate weaponry, and stealth -involves deconstructing enemy systems to identify those components thereof the attack on which will best yield a defi ned eff ect that supports the campaign objectives. 21 Consider, for example, misuse of a media facility to direct military operations. Th e desired eff ect is neutralization of the off ending transmissions, not destruction of the facility. Th is being so, it may be more eff ective to temporarily shut down the station by dropping carbon fi laments on the power lines that feed it electricity, rather than bombing the facility itself, particularly if the attacking commander envisages using it for his or her own 
PLANNED TARGETS IMMEDIATE TARGETS (KNOWN) Scheduled
On-Call Unplanned Unanticipated Targets Targets (Known) (Unknown)
Time-Sensitive Targets purposes during post-confl ict reconstruction. Th erefore, in the context of eff ectsbased operations, precision is the relative ability to understand the enemy system and conduct eff ective and accurate attacks against its key components.
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Ultimately, precision depends most on the effectiveness with which the targeting process is executed. This six-phase process commences with the commander setting campaign objectives and issuing corresponding guidance to his or her forces. Once received, target development can begin. During this phase, the enemy's military, political and economic systems, their subcomponents and their interrelationships are studied. The value of potential targets is analysed to determine the relative need to strike them, and international humanitarian law and rules of engagement factors are considered.
In the weaponeering phase, the weapon to be used is tentatively selected, bearing in mind factors such as availability, desired probability of damage (Pd), 24 likely weapons usage as the conflict continues, and potential incidental
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Weaponeering Force Application Execution Planning and Force Execution injury and collateral damage. Force application, during which a weapons system (launch platform and weapon) is matched to a particular aimpoint, follows. These four phases provide the basis for execution planning, i.e. designing the mission that will carry out the strike. Mission planners asses how the target will be identified during the attack, determine the precise location of the target, and decide upon attack tactics. Following execution of the attack, a combat assessment of the strike is conducted to determine whether reattack or attack on other targets is required.
Improvements in technologies, doctrine and tactics continue to heighten the quality of the targeting process. Unsurprisingly, the result is a growing resort to precision attack. During Operation Desert Storm in 1991, only 8.8% of attacks employed precision munitions. 25 By Operation Allied Force in 1999, this figure had grown to approximately one-third of all munitions dropped. 26 Two years later, in Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, the percentage was 65%, with slight growth to 68% by Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003. 27 The increasing prevalence of precision operations in modern conflict has a number of implications vis-à-vis the conduct of hostilities, some of which have particular relevance to the interpretation and application of international humanitarian law principles. First and foremost, the more precise the strike, the more likely the right target will be hit. Furthermore, increased accuracy allows the use of a smaller charge to achieve the desired probability of damage, thereby risking less collateral damage and incidental injury. Precision also limits the need for restrikes (with their chance of civilian harm) against a target. At the same time, though, greater precision enables targets to be attacked that previously were off-limits due to likely excessive collateral damage or incidental injury. This is particularly true with regard to urban and dual-use targets. 28 To the extent that such attacks are seldom free of collateral damage and incidental injury, opening additional targets to attack results in a net increase in potential harm to the civilian population.
On the other hand, the emphasis on achieving effects rather than simply attrition of the enemy reduces the number of targets to be struck, which means fewer occasions when collateral damage or incidental injury may caused. Because the number of missions to achieve a desired result drops, more platforms are available to strike other targets. The air campaign can thus be prosecuted more quickly and enemy defeat will theoretically ensue sooner, a positive result from the perspective of the civilian population's well-being. Finally, greater precision means the enemy is more vulnerable. It is inevitable that enemy forces will seek out methods and means of warfare to counter such vulnerabilities. As will be discussed, some "curative" measures have run counter to the underlying principles of international humanitarian law.
Humanitarian law and precision
Precision warfare intersects (or has the potential to interact) with international humanitarian law in four key areas: the prohibition of indiscriminate attacks; the principle of proportionality; the requirement to take precautions in attack; and perfidy and other misuses of protected status. At times precision enhances the prospect of compliance with international humanitarian law; however, it can also be an incentive to reinterpret or to violate the law.
Indiscriminate attack
The express prohibition on indiscriminate attacks is found in Article 51.4 of Additional Protocol I: "Indiscriminate attacks are prohibited. Indiscriminate attacks are: (a) those which are not directed at a specific military objective; (b) those which employ a method or means of combat which cannot be directed at a specific military objective; or (c) those which employ a method or means of combat the effects of which cannot be limited as required by this Protocol; and consequently, in each such case, are of a nature to strike military objectives and civilians or civilian objects without distinction." Thus, by subparagraph (a), international humanitarian law forbids the indiscriminate use of a weapon, whereas subparagraphs (b) and (c) prohibit indiscriminate weapons. Customary international humanitarian law unquestionably includes similar prohibitions.
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Under subparagraph (a), an attacker must aim at a military objective. In other words he or she may not fire, regardless of where the weapon will strike, into an area containing both military objectives and civilians (or civilian objects). A classic case is the Iraqi SCUD missile attacks directed at densely populated areas in Israel during the 1991 Gulf War. Although the areas contained military objectives, the Iraqis made no effort to target the latter as such. 30 This violation is theoretically distinct from directly attacking civilians or civilian objects, in violation of Articles 48, 51.2, and 52.1 of Additional Protocol I and customary international humanitarian law. 31 Here, the requisite mens rea is not intent to harm civilians, but instead "reckless disregard" of such consequences. 32 In practice, though, the two prohibitions often merge. For instance, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (Trial Chamber) found in Galic that "attacks which strike civilians or civilian objects without distinction, may qualify as direct attacks against civilians."
33 The International Criminal Court Statute's approach to criminal responsibility is consistent. Article 30 provides that with regard to the consequence of an action, intent and knowledge are construed as awareness "that [a consequence] will occur in the ordinary course of events." 34 Precision has only an evidential relationship to the prohibition on using discriminate weapons indiscriminately. Specifically, the greater the precision capabilities of an attacker, the more compelling the characterization of an attack striking civilians or civilian objects as reckless. For instance, assume there is a military objective in a populated area. It will be difficult to suggest that a weapon falling within its circular error probable was fired indiscriminately if there is no additional evidence of reckless disregard. Instead, the issue would more likely be styled as one of proportionality (see discussion below). On the other hand, if the weapon falls well outside its circular error probable, then it is reasonable to initially conclude that the attack was not directed at the military objective in question. Thus, as a factual matter, those employing precision weapons will have greater difficulty shielding themselves from allegations of indiscriminate attack than those who do not. Similarly, those with advanced ISR will have a much more difficult time convincing others that an attack striking civilians and civilian objects was a case of mistaken identity rather than an indiscriminate act of recklessness (or intent).
Criticism levelled about recent air campaigns evidences this phenomenon. For instance, the use of cluster bomb units near populated areas is regularly condemned as reckless (as well as indiscriminate per se). Similarly, during Operation Allied Force, recklessness, either in execution (e.g. by relying on unreliable information) or in tactics (e.g. by attacking from high altitude), was alleged on multiple occasions. 35 Charges of recklessness surfaced again during 38 or have eff ects that cannot be controlled (e.g. a biological weapon containing a contagion that spreads uncontrollably from combatants to civilians). Precision is directly relevant to the former, for whether a system can be "aimed" suffi ciently depends on the state of military technology.
Consider aerial bombing during World War II. Bombs dropped by a B-17 had a circular error probability of approximately 3,300 feet; to achieve a high probability of damage against a point target required roughly 1,500 sorties dropping 9,000 bombs. 39 Since even modern unguided bombs have CEPs that are a fraction of this fi gure, today a weapon system with a circular error probability of over 3,000 feet would surely be deemed indiscriminate. As precision increases, the interpretation of the Article 51.4 phrase "not directed at a specifi c military objective" will become ever more demanding.
Proportionality
Th e second major area of international humanitarian law likely to be aff ected by the growing prevalence of precision warfare is proportionality. Th at principle, codifi ed in Articles 51.5(b) and 57.2(a)(iii) of Additional Protocol I and undeniably an aspect of customary international humanitarian law, prohibits as indiscriminate "an attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated." 40 Normandy, US air forces dropped 14,600 500-pound bombs on one German division, destroying 66 tanks and 11 heavy guns. During Desert Storm, the US dropped 9,800 precision-guided munitions, destroying 2,500 tanks, heavy artillery pieces, and armoured personnel carriers -a ratio of bombs to equipment destroyed that was 50 times that of Operation Cobra. is a restriction on attacks that is additional to the principle limiting them to combatants and military objectives. The principle of proportionality is often misapplied. For instance, in some cases the mere quantum of collateral damage and incidental injury causes critics to condemn a strike as disproportionate. However, the extent of harm and damage is relevant only in relation to the military advantage reasonably expected as the attack was launched. The standard is "excessive" (a comparative concept), not "extensive" (an absolute concept).
Quite aside from instances of misapplication, challenges of interpretation exist in both theory and practice. How certain must one be of the resulting collateral damage and incidental injury before it is "expected"? What does the phrase "concrete and direct" mean in practice? How "military" must the advantage be to count? Most importantly, how does one compare dissimilar values (civilian harm and military gain) at all, let alone over time in different combat situations and across cultures?
Precision influences these persistent issues only to the extent that it makes damage more or less likely, thereby affecting the proportionality calculation (however interpreted). Various factors contribute to collateral damage and incidental injury -incomplete or incorrect knowledge about the target, failure to anticipate how civilians will be affected, inaccuracy, an inability to precisely measure the force applied to ensure no more than necessary is used, and restriking a target because it cannot be reliably determined whether it has been sufficiently neutralized. Precision improves the "quality" of attack in each of these regards. The ISR upon which precision depends offers greater understanding of the target, the likely effect of the strike on the civilian population, and the need for restrike. Precision's accuracy component obviously addresses inaccuracy and, as noted, the more accurate a strike the less the explosive force needed to achieve the desired probability of damage. Finally, the greater a strike's precision, the more sure the military advantage anticipated, thereby eliminating some of the uncertainty inherent in proportionality calculations. So, strictly speaking, while there is no direct relationship between precision and the proportionality principle as a matter of law, there is a very real de facto nexus.
Furthermore, comparing dissimilar values necessitates subjective evaluations. In practice (not law), the subjective understanding of excessiveness is influenced by the precision capabilities at hand. In other words, the more capable one is of avoiding collateral damage and incidental injury, the more critically the attack will be assessed, both by one's own forces and others. As an example, during Operation Iraqi Freedom, US forces engaged in computer modelling to "determine the weapon, fuze, attack angle, and time of day that will ensure maximum effect on the target with minimum civilian casualties. of Defense approval was required for the mission. 43 While there is no legal requirement for higher-level approval as collateral damage or incidental injury grows, the United States recognized that American precision capabilities meant it would be judged harshly for causing harm to civilians and their property.
An issue peripherally related to proportionality and precision involves the use of civilians or civilian objects as shields, a practice known as "countertargeting."
44 During Operation Iraqi Freedom, Iraqi forces compelled civilians, including women and children, to act as human shields. In addition they took advantage of the presence of civilians, for example by driving their vehicles next to civilian cars when Coalition attack helicopters appeared. 45 Does the fact that the enemy is violating international humanitarian law relieve the attacker from including the shields in the proportionality calculation? 46 If so, the target may be attackable with a weapon of less precision than would be the case if harm to the shields counts as incidental injury. The answer depends on whether the shields are voluntarily or involuntarily being used. 47 Voluntary human shields are directly participating in hostilities by attempting to defend a valid military objective. Indeed, in practical terms, they may be a more effective defence than actual weaponry, for high-tech forces can easily counter many ground-based defences, but few democracies can accept the negative political fallout from civilian deaths broadcast globally in near real-time. As codified in Article 51.3 of Additional Protocol I, civilians enjoy protection under international humanitarian law from attack "unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities." 48 It would be absurdly incongruent to suggest that they can be directly targeted, but also count in proportionality calculations. In such cases, therefore, the use of less precise weapon systems causing more incidental injury would be justified, except if voluntary shields qualified as protected civilians.
On the other hand, if civilians have been forced to act as shields or if the enemy is intentionally taking advantage of the proximity of civilian objects to avoid attack, the civilians and civilian objects retain their protected status and continue to factor into the proportionality analysis. Article 51.8 of Additional Protocol I directly addresses the issue: "Any violation of these prohibitions [including the prohibition on shielding] shall not release the Parties to the conflict from their legal obligations with respect to the civilian population and civilians…" This is a position adopted by a number of States, including the United States, in their guidance to military forces. 49 
Precautions in attack
Th e one area where precision does have direct legal valence is with regard to precautions in attack. Article 57 of Additional Protocol I sets forth the requirements: "2. With respect to attacks, the following precautions shall be taken: (a) those who plan or decide upon an attack shall: (i) do everything feasible to verify that the objectives to be attacked are neither civilians nor civilian objects and are not subject to special protection but are military objectives within the meaning of paragraph 2 of Article 52 and that it is not prohibited by the provisions of this Protocol to attack them; (ii) take all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack with a view to avoiding, and in any event to minimizing, incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects; (iii) refrain from deciding to launch any attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated;
3. When a choice is possible between several military objectives for obtaining a similar military advantage, the objective to be selected shall be that the attack on which may be expected to cause the least danger to civilian lives and to civilian objects."
Note that the wording is contextual: "everything feasible," "all feasible precautions," "may be expected," "becomes apparent," and "unless circumstances do not permit." The technology available to an attacker determines whether an action is feasible, reasonably expected, or apparent, as well as when choice is possible. In other words, belligerents bear different legal burdens of care determined by the precision assets they possess, a fact the ICRC highlighted in its official commentary on the Article.
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This begs the question of whether States must acquire precision systems -both ISR assets and weapons systems -that permit them to engage in precision attacks. They do not. Although there may be a moral obligation to purchase precision technology within a State's financial means, whether it does so is a matter of national policy, even where affordable technology would save many civilians and avoid extensive damage to civilian objects. The sole limitation on a State's acquisition discretion is that it may not field weaponry that is inherently indiscriminate.
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With regard to the specific precautionary obligations in attack, the feasibility of target verification depends on ISR assets, which are, as discussed above, central to precision capabilities. Some States (and organizations such as NATO) possess extensive ISR assets. Must they employ them all before attacking? For instance, if a satellite could image a potential target, must an attacker acquire satellite imagery?
Not necessarily. Th e ICRC commentary on the provision states that interpretation of the standard must "be a matter of common sense and good faith. Th e person launching an off ensive must take the necessary identifi cation measures in good time in order to spare the population as far as possible. "
52 Th e equally authentic French text, "tout ce qui est pratiquement possible" supports this explanation. Th is is also the position taken by the United Kingdom in its declaration upon ratifi cation of Protocol I: "military commanders and others responsible for planning, deciding upon or executing attacks necessarily have to reach decisions on the basis of their assessment of the information from all sources which is reasonably available to them at the relevant time." 53 As with much of humanitarian law, the Article 57.2(a)(i) standard is contextual. In other words, what would a reasonable attacker do in the same or similar circumstances? Decisional factors might include such matters as the time necessary to gather and process the additional information, the extent to which it would clarify any uncertainty, competing demands on the ISR system in question, and risk to it and its operators.
The commentary specifically cites precision warfare when discussing the requirement to exercise all feasible precautions in the choice of methods (tactics) or means (weapon system) of warfare. 54 As with doing everything feasible to verify a target, the requirement to resort to precision attack is not absolute, not even when precision is immediately available to the commander and would lessen collateral damage and incidental injury. There is no foundation to claims, for example, of the "emergence of a customary norm on the use of precision weaponry in urban settings" 55 or that States which possess precisionweapons must always use them. 56 Instead, "common sense and good faith" must prevail. A wise commander considers his or her weapons inventory in light of the possible length and intensity of the conflict before deciding on the weapon to be employed in particular strikes. The commander will at the same time estimate the relative gain in precision offered by the options available. For instance, Joint Direct Attack Munitions are somewhat less accurate than laser-guided munitions, all other things being equal. However, they are also more plentiful. Thus, the commander will limit laser-guided munitions to attacks in which they would significantly decrease collateral damage or incidental injury, especially if uncertain as to the length of the conflict. Doing so may even be more humane. As an example, if fighting in population centres is expected, it makes sense to retain the most precise weapons for urban settings in which targets are intermingled with civilians and civilian objects. Finally, may cost be considered when deciding what weapon to employ? In other words, at a certain point does the additional cost outweigh the relative reduction in collateral damage and incidental injury so that it is no longer "feasible" to employ the costlier precision option? Th ere is no basis in international humanitarian law for factoring expense into feasibility assessments. Once a belligerent purchases equipment and supplies it to its forces in the fi eld, it must be used if it is available, makes good military sense and will minimize civilian impact.
Common sense also applies to selection of attack tactics (methods). One point of contention in this regard involves steps taken to protect the attacking force. For instance, some have claimed that an accidental attack on an Albanian refugee column during Operation Allied Force and the bombing of marked ICRC warehouses in Afghanistan could have been averted had the pilots flown low enough to see the targets.
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Survival of the military personnel and equipment is an appropriate consideration when assessing the military advantage of an attack in the proportionality context. After all, an attack in which the personnel or equipment are lost is self-evidently not as advantageous as one in which they survive to fight again. But here the question is different. May an attacker adopt tactics, such as BVR (beyond visual range) attack or launching weapons from high altitude, that enhance the survivability of its forces if doing so also heightens the likelihood of collateral damage and incidental injury? Some States have, as a general matter, accepted this possibility. For example, the United Kingdom stated in its declaration on ratifi cation of Additional Protocol I that feasibility is "that which is practicable or practically possible, taking into account all circumstances ruling at the time, including humanitarian and military considerations. "
58 Th is is a reasoned approach. While there is no express legal requirement for members of the armed forces to place themselves or their subordinates at risk in order to avoid harm to civilians and civilian property, neither is it permissible to adopt tactics without regard to their impact on the civilian population. Rather, feasibility must be interpreted by balancing humanitarian and military considerations. It is reasonable to require military forces to assume some degree of risk to avoid collateral damage and incidental injury. Th ey do so regularly. By this analysis, the greater the anticipated collateral damage or incidental injury, the greater the risk they can reasonably be asked to shoulder.
A.P.V. Rogers has addressed this very point with the wisdom of an experienced military officer: "The law does not demand that there be no casualties in armed conflict. However, the law, political expediency and public sentiment combine to 57 For example, Human Rights Watch addressed the Djakovica Road incident, concluding that because "higher altitude seems to have impeded a pilot from adequately identifying a target, " "inadequate precautions were taken to avoid civilian casualties. " "Civilian deaths, " op. cit. (note 35). 58 Declaration, op. cit. (note 53), para. 1 (b). But, in contrast, the ICRC Commentary rejected contribution to "military success" as a component of feasibility, suggesting that it was "too broad" and expressing concern that in "invoking success…one might end up by neglecting the humanitarian obligations prescribed here. demand that casualties, whether among members of the armed forces or among the civilian population, should be reduced to the maximum extent that the exigencies of armed conflict will allow."
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As with so much of international humanitarian law, an imprecise rule of reason must prevail.
Lastly, precision is having a dramatic effect on the Article 57 provision requiring selection of that target causing the least collateral damage and incidental injury from among those offering a like military advantage. 60 Precision warfare is opening up many more targets to attack, both because of an ability to better identify the target and because the resultant collateral damage and incidental injury is reduced. Of particular importance is the fact that this is occurring at the same time that target modelling is allowing planners to more accurately estimate collateral damage and incidental injury. Technology has expanded the universe of strikeable targets, while precluding a commensurate increase in civilian impact.
Perfi dy and protected status
Finally, precision warfare has created an asymmetry on the battlefield that is unprecedented. Today, a low-tech force facing an adversary armed with state of the art C4ISR and weaponry has difficulty simply surviving, let alone confronting its opponent. Its troops and equipment can be readily located, reliably identified, and accurately targeted on a conventional battlefield far more easily than the other side. Asymmetry in precision compels the disadvantaged side to respond asymmetrically.
Increasingly, weaker forces are adopting tactics that exploit the protection civilians and civilian objects enjoy. Some tactics merely endanger civilians; others constitute outright international humanitarian law violations. Iraq has proved to be an unfortunate laboratory for such tactics.
One of the most common is wearing civilian clothes to avoid being identified as an enemy combatant (and attacked). It is not a violation of international humanitarian law to discard one's uniform. However, those who do so lose their combatant status. 61 They consequently do not qualify as prisoners of war if captured 62 and, because only combatants have the right to "directly participate" in hostilities, they lack immunity from prosecution under domestic law for acts committed while engaged in fighting. 63 But albeit lawful under international humanitarian law, their wearing of civilian clothes complicates, as intended, an opponent's ability to distinguish them from the civilian population, thereby placing the latter at increased risk of mistaken attack.
Iraqi forces also routinely feigned specially protected status to avoid being identified, for instance by misusing protective emblems. They seized ambulances for use as scout vehicles and marked the Ba'ath Party building in Basra with the ICRC emblem. 64 Use, for other than their intended purposes, of the distinctive emblems of medical and religious personnel, transports and units or of the personnel, property and activities of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement is a long-standing international humanitarian law violation. 65 Iraqi forces furthermore regularly used human shields and civilian objects, a practice discussed above, in order to deter precision attacks.
In war, attacks must be conducted even at high risk against an enemy with advanced precision capabilities. One tactic adopted in Iraq for this purpose is perfidy. Article 37 of Additional Protocol I defines perfidy as follows: is entitled to, or is obliged to accord, protection under the rules of international law applicable in armed conflict, with intent to betray that confidence, shall constitute perfidy. The following acts are examples of perfidy: (a) the feigning of an intent to negotiate under a flag of truce or of a surrender; (b) the feigning of an incapacitation by wounds or sickness; (c) the feigning of civilian, non-combatant status; and (d) the feigning of protected status by the use of signs, emblems or uniforms of the United Nations or of neutral or other States not Parties to the confl ict. " 66 As noted above, Iraqi forces operated in civilian clothes to avoid being identified and killed. Although lawful per se, when the feigned civilian status was part of a tactic for approaching and attacking Coalition forces, it was perfidious. Suicide bombers also fall into this category because their civilian appearance is what makes it possible for them to get close enough to be deadly. 67 Other perfidious actions during Operation Iraqi Freedom included feigning surrender and using stolen ambulances in the hope that Coalition forces would become less vigilant and more vulnerable to attack. 68 Ultimately, precision advantages may become so asymmetrically deadly for a disadvantaged side that they begin to attack a centre of gravity other than the enemy's military. 69 As has been tragically demonstrated in Iraq and elsewhere, the civilian population and civilian objects are the most likely to be targeted, for it is nearly impossible to protect them against a determined opponent. 70 Although attacking such "soft targets" is a perversely logical response to battlefield inferiority, it is nevertheless a clear and inexcusable violation of international humanitarian law's most basic tenet, distinction. The core prohibitions are found in Articles 48, 51 and 52 of Additional Protocol I: "Art 48: In order to ensure respect for and protection of the civilian population and civilian objects, the Parties to the confl ict shall at all times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants and between civilian objects and military objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations only against military objectives. Art 51, paragraph 2: The civilian population as such, as well as individual civilians, shall not be the object of attack. Acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian population are prohibited. Art 52, paragraph 1: Civilian objects shall not be the object of attack or of reprisals. "
They are undoubtedly customary in nature, and distinction has been cited as a "cardinal" principle of international humanitarian law by the International Court of Justice.
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Conclusion
There is no doubt that precision operations have opened up new possibilities for avoiding the harm to civilians and their property that is the inevitable result of armed conflict. In that sense, advances in precision represent a positive trend. Further, as weaponry becomes more precise, interpretation of international humanitarian law is becoming increasingly demanding for an attacker. So long as such interpretations do not depart from the law or ignore the realities of military necessity, this too is to be welcomed.
However, when the allure of precision creates exaggerated expectations of its possibilities such that those beyond the battlefield impose unreasonable demands on the military or postulate norms that go beyond treaty or custom, international humanitarian law is weakened. Lex ferenda must be clearly distinguished from lex lata. Moreover, to be respected, international humanitarian law must continue to rationally balance humanitarian concerns with military necessity. The balancing may shift along with developments in the nature of warfare, but must remain at the heart of international humanitarian law.
Finally, the international humanitarian law community must be sensitive to the fact that when precision capabilities are possessed unequally on the battlefield, the resulting asymmetry may lead the disadvantaged side to resort to tactics that violate the most basic principles of international humanitarian law. This is not to suggest that high-tech forces should abandon their precision technologies to make war more humane. Obviously, any such suggestion is absurd. Rather, it is a call for the community to redouble its efforts to safeguard the principles of international humanitarian law in the face of the likelihood that others will seek to justify their abandonment.
